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Produced with a blend of six malts and roasted barley, this drink has a
complex flavour. The hint of fruitiness that comes from adding the hops late
in the brewing process is balanced by malty chocolate and toffee flavours.
This is a smooth, sweet version of an old classic.

Black Hill Stout
Stout 4.7%
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This refreshing golden ale with a rich malty flavour is supported by earthy
English Fuggles hops. The addition of American hops blended with the
malted wheat produces a citrus note.

Friday Gold
Golden

Ale
5.6%
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WORCESTERSHIRE  l BEER

Style ABV Case Individual

From the heart of the Malvern Hills in rural
Worcestershire, Friday Beer presents a range
of bottle-conditioned ales. The spa town of
Great Malvern has long been associated with
excellence and Friday Beer strives to continue
this tradition with a relentless focus on
quality, flavour and careful design that draws
its inspiration from the Malvern Hills Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty.

Gerald Williams, Director, says "we are all
beer lovers and are passionate about
producing first class brews. We are confident
our recipes will become firm favourites
amongst those of you who enjoy a premium
bottled ale.

"We are as proud of our links to Malvern as
we are of the beers we have produced as we
have all worked and lived in the town for
many years. Starting a brewery here was a
dream we all shared and with a year of very
hard work, plenty of training and lots of late
nights we have developed an exciting range
of beers based on traditional recipes with a
difference.

"As true real ale enthusiasts, our mission is to
provide you with high quality, interesting
beers so the ultimate dream is of course that
you all enjoy our beers and help us to make
the Friday Beer Company a huge success!"
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A vibrant blend of malted barley, oats and wheat gives this pale ale a
higher malt profile than expected from its colour and strength. One might
detect a hint of pineapple or blackcurrant. This ale can be drunk chilled and
is a perfect drink for summer.

Summer Hill Blonde
Pale
Ale

4.3%
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Friday Beer has utilised Malvern's natural spring water - one of the town's
greatest resources - to produce a pilsner style craft lager. A bright, pale
golden lager, combining Holywell Spring water with traditional European
malts and hops to create a delicious and unique drink. Unusually for a lager,
a small percentage of malted oats is included along with the barley, which
results in a particularly complex and satisfying malty flavour. Serve chilled.

Malvern Pils
Lager 4.6%
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Full of flavour and very easy to drink, this recipe is a classic in the making.
Based on the concept of the mild ale, this modern version is a medium
dark session ale, good on its own or with food.

Jubilee
Mild
Ale

3.1%
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Based on a traditional British bitter, this delicious ale has been given a small
twist. The recipe combines a variety of hops with grain to produce a first
class ale. A touch of Rye gives it a taste like no other. This beer will surprise
and delight your taste buds.

Pinnacle
Bitter 4.5%
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